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Introduction
Banks are facing a rising backlash regarding decisions to close the accounts of certain Muslim
organisations in the UK. Most recently, Cage, a group that campaigns for convicted terrorists and
terror suspects, made a formal complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service following the
forced closure of their accounts with Barclays and the Co-operative Bank. This followed HSBC’s
decision in late July 2014 to close some of their accounts, which included three Muslim groups:
the Ummah Welfare Trust (UWT), the Finsbury Park Mosque and the Cordoba Foundation – a
decision which was criticised by the groups and prompted wider accusations of ‘Islamophobia’.
However, while HSBC did not disclose its reasoning, this briefing shows the groups’ known or
suspected extremist links that could have motivated the bank’s decision.

1. HSBC’s Recent Closures
In December 2012, HSBC was fined $1.9bn by the UK and US governments over “poor money
laundering controls”. As part of a deferred prosecution agreement, the bank conducted a global,
in depth review of all its businesses, including all services provided to charities. As a result of these
ongoing assessments, HSBC terminated customer relationships with personal and business
customers in more than 70 countries.
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On 22 July 2014, UK charities which included the Cordoba Foundation, UWT and Finsbury
Park Mosque received letters from HSBC stating that their provision of services now falls outside
the bank’s “risk appetite” and that, within two months (22 September), their accounts would shut
down. Both Muslim groups and non-Muslim groups have therefore had their accounts closed by
HSBC, including customers suspected to be linked to drug dealing.
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In many cases, this is not the first time these organisations have had their accounts shut down; in
2008, Barclays froze the Cordoba Foundation’s account. Muslim group Helping Households
Under Great Stress (HHUGS) has also had its accounts previously closed by both HSBC and
Lloyds-TSB. Cage, an organisation infamous for supporting convicted terrorists, had its accounts
with Barclays and Co-operative Bank “shut down earlier in the year after its director, Moazzam
Begg, was arrested and charged with terrorism offences”.
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The aforementioned groups have other bank accounts that are still active. The UWT, for
example, has reassured its supporters that “bank transfers, online donations, PayPal, cash
payments, cheques and paying by card over the phone still remain the same” and that they “can
continue to donate from outside of the UK”. On 22 September the UWT announced that it had
moved its accounts to the Islamic Bank of Britain (IBB), whose parent company is Mashraf al
Rayan, based in Qatar.
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The IBB has a history of taking in groups with alleged extremist links whose accounts have been
shut down elsewhere. In 2007, for example, Interpal moved its accounts to IBB after having
been closed by Natwest and, in 2008, Interpal issued a statement claiming that Lloyds TSB had
served notice to the IBB to discontinue its services to Interpal or face closure itself.
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1.1 Accusations of ‘Islamophobia’ Against HSBC
Muslim groups in the UK have accused HSBC of launching an “Islamophobic campaign against
Muslim organisations”, some of whom are threatening to take legal action against the bank under
discrimination laws and have called for members of the public to boycott the bank. Several local
politicians and councils have also been vocal in defending the groups. For example, the Islington
council stated on its website, following the announced closures in July, “Finsbury Park Mosque is
at the heart of the local community and does fantastic work. HSBC's actions are a threat to the
work the mosque does and are extremely worrying”. Rakhia Ismail, Islington Council’s Executive
Member for Community Development, said, “Finsbury Park Mosque plays a vital role in the local
community and HSBC’s unjustified decision to close the mosque’s bank account is disgraceful”.
Islington Labour Councillors also launched a petition calling on HSBC to “drop its plans to close
the bank account of the Finsbury Park Mosque”.
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While, in fact, the closures of these bank accounts occurred as a result of HSBC receiving a large
fine and it conducted a large-scale risk assessment, the announced closures received wide press
coverage that was largely sympathetic to the groups involved and their claims that the HSBC was
staging an ‘Islamophobic’ campaign. In the majority of coverage, however, the groups’ known or
suspected extremist links were not mentioned and/or denied.
HSBC has made it clear that “decisions to end a customer relationship are not taken lightly, and
are absolutely not based on the race or religion of a customer. Discrimination against customers
on grounds of race or religion is immoral, unacceptable and illegal, and HSBC has
comprehensive rules and policies in place to ensure race or religion are never factors in banking
decisions.”
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While HSBC did not specify any particular reasons for the closures, the groups’ links to extremist
ideology, individuals and groups, both in the UK and abroad, should leave little doubt as to the
reasons behind HSBC’s decision. To blame those who recognise and attempt to distance
themselves from extremism of ‘Islamophobia’ detracts from the real problem of charities that
represent an extremist fringe in the UK’s Muslim community, while allowing them to present
themselves as mainstream moderates.
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2. Extremist Links of Groups with Recent
Restrictions
The Cordoba Foundation; Finsbury Park Mosque; and, the Ummah Welfare Trust (UWT) were
three groups with known and/or alleged extremist links to have had their accounts closed by
HSBC in September 2014.

2.1 The Cordoba Foundation
The Cordoba Foundation is an NGO that serves as a forum for pro-Islamist activism in the UK.
The group was described as “a front for the Muslim Brotherhood” by Prime Minister David
Cameron in 2008 and was named in a leaked document prepared by a top British security
official for the director general of the Office for Security and Counter-Terrorism (OSCT) listing
peaceful British Islamic groups that often possess extremist ideology. The document cautioned
that if the government engages with such groups it could encourage this ideology.
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The Cordoba Foundation’s founder and president is prominent Islamist activist Anas al-Tikriti,
who is also vice-president of the Stop the War Coalition (a UK anti-war organisation) and former
president of the Muslim Association of Britain (MAB). The MAB is a group which has its own
extremist links, including having reportedly served as the Muslim Brotherhood’s UK wing (see:
‘Muslim Association of Britain’ profile).
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Al-Tikriti is the son of Dr. Osama Tawfiq al-Tikriti (the former leader of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Iraq and the current leader of the Iraqi Islamic Party, the Brotherhood’s
political wing in Iraq) and is known to lobby politicians in support of the Muslim Brotherhood.
He has also publically defended the terrorist organisation Hamas, with which he has been
accused of having connections.
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Al-Tikriti has reportedly claimed that calls for an Islamic state should “not scare us…or bring
about a negative reaction”. After the 2003 invasion of Iraq, he affirmed “the right of the Iraqis to
engage in legitimate resistance against foreign occupation”, in an interview featured on the Muslim
Brotherhood’s official website. In another interview with IslamOnline, al-Tikriti said that, while
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he would rather the Iraqi resistance “happen without any spillage of blood on any side”, that “to
expect to rule people with guns and missiles and not expect a reaction in kind is extremely foolish
and naïve” and defended the Iraqi’s right “to free themselves using any means and methods”.
26

Al-Tikriti has also been an outspoken supporter and defender of the movement to boycott
Holocaust Memorial Day, and wrote an article criticising the Muslim Council of Britain for
withdrawing its plans to boycott the day, asking why they appeared to “give in to the pressure and
vilification of the pro-Zionist lobby”. In the article he also referenced those who “coined the
‘Holocaust industry’” and the “farce it has become”.
27

According to the Tax Payers’ Alliance, between 2007 and 2008, the Cordoba Foundation
received £38,000 in Prevent funding for a ‘Muslim Media Project’ and the ‘Muslim debating
society’. However, due to having organised the event with Dr Abdul Wahid entitled ‘Has
Political Participation Failed British Muslims?’ (with a vote taken at the event concluding that it
had), the Cohesion Minister stated in parliament that Tower Hamlets Council had withdrawn
from the agreement. As a result, the group was required to return the £4,000 it had received. Dr
Wahid is the leader of Hizb ut-Tahrir (HT), a radical extremist group that calls for the destruction
of Israel, the establishment of a global caliphate and refuses to condemn suicide bombers.
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The group has previously sponsored an event entitled ‘Beyond Guantanamo’ that was to feature a
video address from al-Qaeda cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, killed in Yemen by a US drone strike in
September 2011. The video was cancelled shortly before the event took place following pressure
from the local council. The group has also hosted prominent HT member Jamal Harwood and
hate preacher Haitham al-Haddad, who has spoken at an event at which a video message of alAwlaki was scheduled to play.
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2.2 Finsbury Park Mosque
Finsbury Park Mosque has a long history of radical Islamist activity. It formerly served as the hub
for hate preacher Abu Hamza al-Masri’s terrorist network, recruitment and planning of terrorist
activities. Abu Hamza – who was the mosque’s imam between 1997 and 2003 – used the mosque
to radicalise young men before sending them abroad to fight jihad, to such an extent that Reda
Hassaine, who was paid by MI5 to spy inside the mosque, described it as an “al-Qaeda guesthouse
in London”. Abu Hamza has since been convicted in the UK of offences which included inciting
racial hatred and soliciting to murder and has also been convicted in the US on 11 terrorism
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charges. He was then extradited to the US where, in May 2014, he was convicted of a variety of
terrorism charges.
Finsbury Park Mosque was attended by individuals who went on to commit serious terrorist
offences. This included Richard Reid, who later attempted to detonate a bomb concealed in his
shoe on a US-bound transatlantic aircraft on behalf of al-Qaeda; Saajid Badat, also recruited by alQaeda for the plot but backed out shortly before the attack; Nizar Trabelsi, who was to become
involved in the ‘shoe bomb’ plot and was convicted for plotting to bomb a NATO airbase; and,
Oussama Kassir, convicted of charges which included an attempt to establish a terrorist training
camp in Bly, Oregon. Djamel Beghal, an Osama bin Laden lieutenant later convicted in France
for his involvement in an al-Qaeda inspired plot to bomb the US embassy and a US cultural
centre in Paris in 2001,
was instrumental in selecting potential recruits at Finsbury Park
Mosque to be sent to Afghan training camps and potentially perform martyrdom missions for alQaeda.
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Salman Abdullah – a British Muslim who fought in Kashmir in the late 1990s and who was a
regular at Finsbury Park Mosque when Abu Hamza al-Masri was the imam – estimates that
approximately fifty Muslims that had attended that mosque alone were killed fighting abroad.
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During Abu Hamza’s time as imam at Finsbury Park, he claimed that the 11 September 2001
attacks were part of a Jewish plot, while marking the anniversary of 9/11 with a sermon praising
the virtue of the hijackers involved.
44

In February 2002 it was reported that MI5 had found evidence of weapons training being offered
to and carried out amongst certain more radical members of Finsbury Park Mosque.
Furthermore, evidence was found of a policy of systematic radicalisation with possible links to alQaida recruitment. In 2003 police reported finding biological and chemical weapon equipment,
a small haul of weapons, over 100 stolen and forged passports as well as a plethora of other illicit
items at the mosque, which was raided in connection with al-Qaeda’s 2002 Wood Green Ricin
Plot. In 2004, Finsbury Park Mosque was linked to the Beslan Massacre which saw 300 people
dead, half of whom were children. The plot, carried out in Chechnya, was partially planned and
carried out by three members of the mosque.
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Finsbury Park Mosque was shut down in January 2003 as part of a major police investigation.
Upon its reopening in 2005, the mosque was placed under the control of the Muslim Association
of Britain (MAB). One of the mosque’s newly appointed trustees – Mohammad Sawalha (who
is still a trustee at the mosque) - has been described in a BBC documentary as a “fugitive Hamas
commander”. Moreover, Azzam Tamimi - one of the MAB’s leading figures who acted as a
spokesman to the media regarding the MAB’s takeover of Finsbury Park Mosque – has
previously claimed he would like to carry out a ‘martyrdom’ operation if he had the opportunity
and said it was “a noble cause”.
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Under the new management, and while apparently trying to distance themselves from the
Mosque’s past, officials at Finsbury Park have in recent months damaged their reputations, in
locking an Al-Arabiya reporter inside the mosque against his will for asking questions about the
mosque’s possible links to the Muslim Brotherhood. Furthermore, the current Imam of
Finsbury Park Mosque, Sheikh Rajab Zaki, has reportedly spoken at pro-Muslim Brotherhood
rallies in Egypt, while the mosque also recently hosted Jamal Badawi, who has described suicide
bombers as “freedom fighters”.
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2.3 Ummah W elfare Trust (UW T)
58

The UWT appears to have in 2007 worked alongside the Al-Salah Islamic Association, a group
that was designated in the same year as a Hamas fundraising operation by the US Treasury,
which described the group as “one of the largest and best-funded Hamas charitable organizations
[sic.] in the Palestinian territories”. The Al-Salah Islamic Association was also confirmed by
Senior Hamas officials to have “identified with us”.
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The UWT is alleged to have given money to the Nablus Zakat Committee and the Tulkarem
Zakat Committee – both of which are Hamas-controlled organisations (whose members were
accused of financing Hamas, convicted in 2008 and given substantial prison terms). The UWT
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66

has also sent “significant financial transfers” to Interpal, an organisation designated by the US
Treasury as one of the organisations that “provide support to Hamas and form part of its funding
network in Europe” (Interpal deny such accusations).
67
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HHUGS has held events promoting extremist individuals. One event featured Shakeel Begg, a
cleric at the Lewisham Islamic Centre who in 2006 reportedly told students “You want to make
jihad? Very good...take some money and go to Palestine and fight, fight the terrorists, fight the
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The group’s official Facebook page regularly posts quotes by extremist cleric, Shaykh Yusuf AlQaradawi. The group has given control of the running of Finsbury Park mosque to people
such as Mohammad Sawalha, a known extremist sympathiser.
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Conclusion
The accusation against HSBC of ‘Islamophobia’ is the most recent example of Islamist extremists
and their sympathisers exploiting legitimate grievances in order to deflect opposition. HSBC may
not have disclosed the reasons behind its decision but, in the context of some of these groups’
past activities, they appear somewhat self-evident. Banks will understandably want to distance
themselves from intolerance and extremism, whether violent or non-violent. Further in-depth
investigations by other banks will help to ensure that the financial sources behind extremism are
curtailed.
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